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Abstract
Recent developments in the virtual reality field brought us inexpensive consumer virtual reality equipment and
related software development tools. One such system, the HTC Vive, offers excellent tracking capabilities
which is suitable for use in VR music instruments, apart from the regular head mounted displays found in other
commercial consumer virtual reality hardware. The tracking system of the HTC Vive allows room-scale tracking of
both its headset and the two controllers with high accuracy and low latency. Using the HTC Vive hardware, Unity
3d development software and SteamVR libraries, we were able to create an immersive virtual reality instrument
VRMine, which mimics the control scheme of a historical electronic music instrument, the Theremin. In addition to
the gaming related hardware and software development tools, we used video game design elements to improve
immersion, average usage time, performance quality, expressive capabilities and user engagement.

Although the concept of virtual reality dates back to 360 BC to Plato’s The Allegory of the Cave
in his famous BookVII of the Republic (Steinicke, 2016: 20), and the first hardware with computer
graphics dates back to 1968 to Ivan Sutherland’s Sword of Damocles (Steinicke, 2016: 25), the
advent of inexpensive consumer virtual reality equipment happened during the past 5 years with
the so-called second wave of Virtual Reality” (Anthes, 2016: 1). Compared to other computing
related technologies, dating back to similar dates, which have already become wide spread and
ubiquitous in our daily lives, this slow progression is due to the complexity of the necessary
systems, the great amount of graphics rendering demand and the unavailability of inexpensive
MEMS IMUs (micro electro mechanical systems class internal measuring units) which are vital
for recent virtual reality head mounted display systems (Dempsey, 2016: 2). In this so-called
second wave of Virtual Reality, with the advent of modern GPU’s, MEMS IMU’s and software
developments, manufacturers were able to produce sub 1000 USD systems and the adoption rate
is predicted to be 19 million headsets in the United States of America by the year 2019 (Rogers,
2017). With many units sold and operational world wide, it is a great opportunity for developing
virtual reality music instruments. Although the current virtual reality systems are developed and
sold mainly for gaming purposes, we expect to reach some of the user base with virtual reality
music instruments. With the growing user base, even a small percentage will amount to a great
number of people reached, which we find valuable for research and cultural purposes.
Hardware Choice
The HTC Vive system consists of a headset, two hand controllers, a connection box, two base
stations, and necessary cabling. It differs from the competition (Oculus Rift, smartphone VR
headsets, etc.) with the room-scale tracking the system offers. The system uses SteamVR® Tracking
system to track the HMD controllers in a designated play area. According to the manufacturer’s
website (Valve, 2017), the tracking system works by employing two laser towers which sweep the
play area with multiple sync pulses and laser lines. Each base station has a 120-degree multi
axis laser emitter. The sync pulses and the laser lines that are emitted from the base stations
are then picked up by lightweight, low-cost ASIC sensors built into the tracked objects. This data
is than combined with the built in IMUs of the tracked objects that are capable of reporting up
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to 1000 hz for low latency. Each tracked object can have up to 32 ASIC sensors on them for full
360-degree coverage. With the listed sensory hardware, system uses the gathered information
and simple trigonometry to find the location of each sensor with sub-millimeter accuracy and with
the combination of IMU data, it can report back the tracks objects orientation, angular velocity
and velocity with an update rate of 1000 hz. With two base stations, the play area is advised to
be under 5m x 5m; however, the system is reported to work with bigger play areas albeit reduced
accuracy (Niehorster, 2017). Although the manufacturer lists the SteamVR update rate as 1000
hz, Niehorster reports that the HTC Vive System round-trip latency is 22ms and considers it a
low latency value (Niehorster, 2017). Latency is an important measure in virtual reality musical
instruments as well as in non-virtual reality digital music instruments and is a well researched
subject. In their 2005 paper named “Experiments with Virtual Reality Instruments” Mäki-Patola et
al. publishes their findings with artificially introduced latency and with 60 ms of latency, acceptable
rates of input error are reported with a virtual reality music instrument that employs a similar
control paradigm with the instrument that will be presented in this paper (Mäki-Patola, et al., 2005).
This low latency is an important factor for selecting the HTC Vive and SteamVR platform for
developing virtual reality music instruments, where as the competition mostly uses video capture
systems for tracking objects and doesn’t offer as low latency and room scaling for the controllers
(Anthes, 2016).

Figure 1. HTC Vive Diagram1
HTC Vive’s hand controllers also sport vibrotactile transducers which deemed very useful
for VRMine.
Hardware choice for the VRMine is HTC Vive due to its superior technical capabilities for
the usage in mind even though the Vive’s market share is not as high as the competition (Rogers,
2017).

1 Image credit : HTC Vive User Manual
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Software Development Platform
For VRMine’s software development, Unity is chosen due to available libraries, ease of integration
and our previous experience with the platform. Unity is a game development platform mainly used
for 3d and 2d game development. Unity is an all around development platform, which consists of
both an editor and a game engine capable of handling input, graphics, sound and logic. Unity
supports external libraries and SteamVR has a compatible library that let’s the developers to
access positional data and project into the HMD with ease. Unity also has support for native
audio plugins and a corresponding SDK is present for developers. This way, VRMine’s audio
engine could be programmed as a native audio plugin for Unity. Unity’s audio engine also sports
positional audio so the sound sources can be positioned in the virtual space with ease.
Unity Editor allows the user to quickly design and place 3d elements in the virtual space.
When used with the SteamVR library, the metric scale of the objects placed in the editor matches
the real world perceived sizes. Unity also has an asset store where the developer can acquire
pre-made building components like scripts, 2d/3d objects and artwork, sounds, shaders, etc. This
greatly reduced the time spent for visual elements during the development of the VRMine.

Figure 2. VRMine in unity editor
VRMine
VRMine is a VR music instrument mimicking a Theremin. Theremin is an early analog electronic
music instrument, which is performed without the contact of the performer. Theremin has two
antennas dedicated to the amplitude and the pitch of the instruments. It’s performed by bringing
the performers hands in proximity to the antennas. The distance between the antennas and the
performers hand determines the pitch and the amplitude (Skeldon, et al., 1998). This contactless
control paradigm is a perfect fit for implementation in a virtual instrument as simulating a control
scenario where contact is present is only usable through using custom controllers or haptic
feedback devices which are not currently supplied with current commercial virtual reality hardware
offerings.
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VRMine project started as a test-bed for VR technologies for musical usage. The system’s
tracking quality, latency, developing difficulty and performing in a virtual space were unknowns
to us before the project. As a result, VRMine was realized. In order to be able to perform testing
against a physical instrument, an instrument mimicking the Theremin was chosen instead of a
more imaginative novel virtual reality music instrument.
As of date, a number of VR applications are on the market for musical use. While some of
these applications can be viewed as musical games, some are dedicated music instruments (0o0,
2017; Reality Reflections, 2017).
VRMine puts HTC Vive and SteamVR’s positional tracking abilities to good use while
mimicking the control scheme of a Theremin. The technical capabilities of the system allow
latency free control with high accuracy. VRMine differs from the current offerings (which fall
under dedicated music instruments or music instrument simulations) by how it uses the platform’s
tracking abilities to mimic the delicate control scheme of a Theremin. Instead of designing a virtual
instrument solely for entertainment, VRMine’s design aims to create a legitimate instrument, which
can be used for music performance as opposed to being a simple mimicking software with no
depth in expressive or controllability. VRmine’s design approach relies more on tracking than
placement and visual elements in a virtual world. Whether an instrument is a toy instrument, a
legitimate instrument, music game, or entertainment software is a huge topic and is out of the
scope of this paper.
Implementation of VRMine
When the user wears the systems headset, they are met with a 3d representation of a Theremin
lookalike instrument with two antennas in an accompanying space. The user can see both the
virtual world around him/her and the 3d representation of the hand controllers. The user can
walk along the instrument as far as the play area allows and interact with various elements in the
virtual space. Since a very large virtual space is not needed to perform the instrument, additional
locomotion methods like teleporting and virtual movement of the virtual avatar is not needed and
not implemented.
Analogous to the operation of a Theremin, the distance between the hand controllers and
the virtual antennas determine the pitch and the amplitude of the synthesized sound. The distance
is calculated on a 3d plane. The user can bring the controllers to the antennas from any direction.
Various control buttons and switches are operated by bringing the controller in collision with the
said object and using the trigger button on the controllers after receiving a visual feedback from
the object being highlighted.
Performing Space
Virtual reality brings new paradigms with it. One of the many paradigms is the necessity to supply
the virtual performance space with the virtual instrument itself. The earliest build of VRMine
featured a square room with blank walls. Initial tests showed that a blank space negatively
impacted the performance and a welcoming space was a big necessity. In order to combat this
negativity, a virtual cabin was created in a virtual forest setting to achieve a cabin-in-the-woods
feeling.
Furthermore, the virtual room is furnished with various objects; for example, a desk, a
cupboard, a real time clock, a cactus, various posters, vases, an infinite supply of blank paper, a
trash can and an animated pet. Also a forest soundscape is placed on the outside of the cabin.
Preliminary testing showed that this natural setting greatly improved the user experience.
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Like any musical instrument, VRMine needs to be practiced in order to perform skillfully
with it. It is known that when practicing, performers need breaks. This poses a problem within a
virtual world, as taking a break means taking off the headset and ending the immersion. In order
to keep the user within the virtual world during the non-essential breaks, all of the non-essential
decorative objects have physical properties and secondary purposes. For example, the user can
take a blank paper, roll it into a ball, and try to throw it into the trash can. Another example is the
virtual pet that the user can interact with by petting its head or belly. These two examples are
improvised mini games. In testing, they successfully increased the time before the users needed
to take the headset off but it is still impossible to eliminate essential breaks (for example a toilet
break ).
Non-essential objects having physical properties serves a third purpose. Users can pick
and arrange objects in the room to their liking (to an extend). Users can open the cupboard
and pick different objects, or hide the ones already in the open. This has the potential to further
increase the comfort of the user in the virtual space.

Figure 3. A depiction of user’s view in VRMine
Virtual Reality Ergonomics
In VRMine’s virtual space, the virtual floor is in level to the play area floor, and the distance
between the floor and the headset is equal to the distance between the virtual camera and the
virtual floor. This means that when a short person is using the system, the objects and the virtual
instrument can potentially be placed too high for their comfort. Likewise, the two virtual antennas
can be placed to far away for a person with a short arm span.
In order to combat this problem, the width and the height of the virtual instrument is made
adjustable in game. Just like in real life, users can adjust the height of the instrument stand to their
liking. To solve the issues with antennas, the instrument body width can be adjusted in a magical
fashion.
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When designing a virtual reality instrument, it is easier to skip over the virtual ergonomics,
especially for a single developer. Although it can later be remedied, it is advised to think about the
ergonomics.
Apart from reaching issues, prolonged postures can cause discomfort or even injury.
Designers should investigate ergonomic issues and do extensive testing with people with different
body types.
Performing Aids
In order to increase learnability, performability, expression and better the user experience, several
selective performance assists are present in the VRMine.
Several visual aids are present to aid with the pitch selection. One of the visual aids is a
virtual pitch scale, which the users can turn on to guide them to pitch centers. The visual pitch
scale aid has two modes, a single axis pitch ruler and a spherical one. Since the distance between
the controller and the antenna is calculated from 3d coordinates and its direction independent, the
user can turn on the spherical assist where the pitches are represented with semi-opaque sphere
layers around the pitch antenna. The single axis ruler is fixed front facing to the antenna and is
useful only if the controller is moved along its axis. Another visual aid is the halo-lightning of the
controller. When it’s turned on, a bright halo appears around the controller when the controller
passes on chromatic pitch centers. A third is a virtual tuner, which the user can place in their sight
to monitor the pitch visually.
In addition to the visual aids, a vibrotactile aid is present to indicate pitch centers. Like the
halo-lightning, controller buzzes for an instant when it goes over a pitch center. This vibrotactile
feedback is also present for indicating collision with physics enabled non essential objects.
Another selective aid is the scale modes. When it’s turned on, the VRMine becomes a
chromatic instrument. Pitch finding becomes easier but the microtonal aspects are lost.
Gamification
Gamification is, in short, turning something into a game by introducing ludic elements and rewards.
Gamification is used in VRMine in order to increase the time spent with the instrument and aid with
the learning and practice.
Several musical tunes are preprogrammed and divided into levels according to the
performing difficulty. Users are then asked to learn and perform the tunes to pass to another level.
User performance is measured by capturing the performance and comparing it with the original
score for pitch and amplitude accuracy. If a certain threshold of accuracy is achieved, the level is
passed. In the gamification, several extra aids can be turned on. The pitch mode can be changed
in to the scale of the tune, a visual aid that shows the zone for the next notes pitch can be turned
on, and an accompaniment can be played back.
Users are rewarded with additional non-essential decorative items and the revealing of
a small story line for completion of levels. This gamification serves as a motivation to pass the
frustration stage when initially learning how to play the instrument.
NON-VR Usage of The VRMine
The tracking of the Vive system works even when the headset is not on. It is possible to perform
with the VRMine with the headset off. A user can place two real world objects to mark the place
of the virtual antennas in the real world, and then proceed to perform with the hand controllers
(forfeiting visual aids). This way VRMine can be used in performances where the user wants to
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interact with the real world easily by omitting the headset. While the user forgoes visual aids in
non-vr usage of the VRMine, vibrotactile aids are still present and can continue to assist the
performance. Although performance with a virtual reality music instrument in a non-virtual public
setting is still possible via projection of a depiction of the virtual world on a screen for the audience
to view, the availability of non-vr performance can greatly increase the chances and cut down on
the technical needs of a public performance. Also, performing with a mixed ensemble of both real
world music instruments and virtual reality music instruments is made possible through non-vr
usage of virtual reality music instruments. Due to the nature of the virtual reality headsets, it is not
easy to quickly take off or put on the headset. This possesses a problem for multi-instrumentalists
who switches between different musical instruments. Availability of non-vr performance also helps
with this matter.
Immersion, Realism, Visual Language and Graphic Performance
Immersion into virtual reality depends on the illusion of being physically present in a virtual
environment. Strength of this illusion is proportional to the amount of stimuli the experiencer is
subjected to. When using contemporary consumer grade virtual reality systems, the emphasis
is greatly on visual stimuli. When the users’ real world motions are tracked accurately and a
corresponding virtual camera in a three dimensional virtual world is moved accordingly, the output
of the virtual camera is projected on to the headset the users wear and create a very strong
illusion of physical presence in a virtual world. While simple immersion can be described as being
surrounded by images of a virtual world, gives the illusion of having presence in the said world.
Michael Abrash from Valve Corporation, the developer of the SteamVR platform, describes
the key aspects of the presence and immersion in his talk on Steam Developer Days 2014, before
the release of the so called second wave of virtual reality, as following:
At Valve, we’ve spent a lot of time investigating the factors that affect how people experience
virtual reality. Most critically, we’ve learned that the key to making the experience unique and
compelling is convincing perceptual systems that operate at a low level - well below conscious
awareness - that they’re perceiving reality.
We have a demo where you’re standing on a ledge, looking down at a substantial drop. Here’s
the scene; the stone texture is a diving board-like ledge far above the floor of a box room that’s
textured with outdated web pages. Yes, I know it doesn’t look like much of anything here, but
that just illustrates how different VR can be from staring at a screen. Looking at this on a screen
(even when it’s not warped) doesn’t do anything for me, but whenever I stand on that ledge in
VR, my knees lock up, just like they did when I was on top of the Empire State building. Even
though I know for certain that I’m in a demo room, wearing a head-mounted display, looking
at imagery of the inside of a badly textured box, my body reacts as if I’m at the edge of a
cliff. What’s more, that effect doesn’t fade with time or repetition. The inputs are convincing
enough that my body knows, at a level below consciousness, that it’s not in the demo room; it’s
someplace else, standing next to a drop.
This feeling of being someplace real when you’re in VR is well known to researchers, and is
referred to as “presence,” and it’s presence that most distinguishes VR from 3D on a screen.
Presence is distinct from immersion, which merely means that you feel surrounded by the image
of the virtual world; presence means that you feel like you’re in the virtual world.
Trying to describe presence is bound to come up short – you can only really understand it by
experiencing it – but I’ll give it a shot. Presence is when, even though you know you’re in a demo
room and there’s nothing really there, you can’t help reaching out to try to touch a cube; when
you automatically duck your head to avoid a pipe dangling from the ceiling; when you feel uneasy
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because there’s a huge block hanging over you; when you’re unwilling to step off a ledge. It’s
taking off the head-mounted display and being disoriented to find the real world there. It’s more
than just looking at someplace interesting; it’s flipping the switch that makes you believe, deep
in your lizard brain, that you are someplace interesting. Presence is one of the most powerful
experiences you can have outside reality, precisely because it operates by engaging you along
many of the same channels as reality. For many people, presence is simply magic.
Different people experience varying degrees of presence in response to our demos; clearly
there are significant variations within the population. Responses have strengthened overall as
we’ve improved the experience, so we expect presence to become steadily more powerful as
VR technology evolves.
Presence is hard to quantify, but our demos have shown that it is a very real and compelling
phenomenon, one that hooks far deeper into the perceptual system than anything that’s come
before, and it’s why we’re so excited about the future of VR. It’s our belief that great VR will be
built on presence, because it engages you at a deeper, more visceral level than any other form
of entertainment, and can only be experienced in VR. Consequently, we think that building
hardware that’s capable of delivering a strong sense of presence is the key to VR’s success.
(Abrash, 2014)

Like Abrash presents, presence is hard to be described by words and the proper way to
understand it is by experiencing it personally. It creates such a strong illusion that it can alone
create and sustain considerable immersion without additional illusions.
Tracking the head movements of the user, mapping it to a virtual camera and then displaying
3d visuals might sound like a simple feat compared to what it can accomplish, but for the presence
illusion to happen, all these processes have to happen with a great accuracy, low latency, real time
and without interruption. One of the greatest roadblocks of virtual reality technology has been the
so called ‘VR Sickness’. VR Sickness is a form of motion sickness when the visual stimuli don’t
match the sensory information that comes from the user’s vestibular system. When the image
shown is not in synchronization with the user’s movements, mismatch between the information
from the visuals and the inner ear causes a strong feeling of motion sickness. Even slight tracking
errors or frame rate drops are enough to augment the effect. In order for the system to work
properly, all of the subsystems have to work flawlessly. Abrash lists the technical necessities as
the following:
All of the following are needed:
- A wide field of view
- Adequate resolution
- Low pixel persistence
- A high enough refresh rate
- Global Display
- Optics
- Optical Calibration
- Rock-solid tracking
- Low latency (Abrash, 2014)

While some of the necessities listed are strictly for the hardware developer, refresh rate,
adequate resolution, low latency and rock-solid tracking also concerns the software developer.
The Vive headset has a refresh rate of 90hz, 1080x1200 per eye and 2160x1200 pixels
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of combined resolution and a 110-degree wide field of view. In order to avoid motion sickness,
software has to run at 90 frames per second while delivering two 1080x1200 pixel renders of
the scene from two different virtual cameras with a wide field of view. As of date, only a handful
of graphics processing hardware are able to keep up with the rendering needs, and as the
contents and the complexity of the scene increases, the minimum hardware requirements rise
exponentially resulting in an even smaller list of hardware that can run the software. Graphical
computing demands of the software also affect the tracking subsystem if the rendering process
takes up a majority of the cpu time available, leaving less than adequate computing power for the
tracking system. When the tracking system is hindered, input lag and short tracking errors start to
occur and result in motion sickness and discomfort. Therefore, the software developer must take
the necessary steps to ensure performance optimization and steady frame rate for the intended
platform.
While non-vr immersive software approaches mostly rely on complex 3d scenes, high
resolution realistic textures and advanced rendering of lightning, VR titles tend to go with a lowpolygon, simplistic approach. While the main cause of this is the fact that rendering complex
scenes at 90 frames per second at the necessary resolution is computationally expensive, another
reason is the fact that presence effect of the VR is so strong that even a simplistic visual language
can result in great immersion.
In order to keep up with the rendering needs of a smooth, non motion sickness inducing,
immersive VR experience that can even run on GPUs that are on the slower part of the spectrum,
we also chose a low-polygon, simplistic visual language for VRMine. Instead of complex models
with high polygon count, most of the objects in VRMine are boxy, simplistic representations. As the
scene is static, we were able to use pre-cooked scene lightning methods which further increased
the performance.
With the cabin in a wood setting and all the non-essential decoration objects visible along
with the theremin, VRMine is able to run at 90 frames per second without trouble on an Nvidia
GTX970 GPU while retaining enough cpu time for the tracking and audio engine.
Future Work
VRMine is still in development. In the future versions, we plan to implement a variety of betterdesigned performing spaces, score display, in-application audio recording, networked performance
and additional sound controls/synthesis options.
With better designed and additional performing spaces, we would like to research on
virtual reality performing spaces’ effect on performance. Score display will allow the display of
musical score inside the virtual environment. Currently, recording of audio is only available via
general screen recording. We plan to implement an in application audio recording system for ease
of use. We plan to integrate PureData via libPD to have more control over the audio engine. With
libPD, we will be able to implement additional sound synthesis options for a more diverse output.
Networked performance is a great opportunity as performance with a virtual reality instrument on
a real stage is an issue. If we can implement network and multiplayer functions in the VRMine, a
virtual public performance will become possible. Also multi-performer scenarios will be possible.
Another feature we would like to implement is optional Leap Motion support. Leap Motion is
a sensor/software solution for hand and finger tracking. When coupled with VR headsets, it allows
the user to use their hands instead of hand controllers. We expect that being able to use hands
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and fingers can greatly enhance an instrument such as VRMine as real Theremin performance
relies on finger gestures.
VRMine is now in closed alpha testing. In the near future we hope to release it to public
and gather broader user feedback. We also plan to evaluate the impact of the design choices
against their intended outcome formally with controlled test groups consisting of both performers
and non-performers.
With the knowledge gained from creating and evaluating the VRMine, we aim to develop a
framework for enhancing future virtual reality music instruments, and move on to developing novel
virtual reality music instruments.
Conclusion
Virtual Reality and related tracking technologies give way to exciting opportunities for musical
usage. At its current state, prototyping and developing for VR is easy and fast thanks to the
available software tools and developer support. Many tools, technologies, documentation,
libraries and hardware advancements in the VR field are emerging everyday thanks to the video
game industry. As in our example, all this video gaming focused developments can also be used
for creating virtual reality music instruments. We can also learn from and adapt video game design
principles to enhance user satisfaction, interaction and engagement when designing virtual
reality music instruments. Our preliminary testing showed us that gamification practices greatly
increased the average time spent with the instrument. Even when the aim is to create a legitimate
music instrument, when used correctly, gamification techniques can be put to good use towards
making the instrument and the experience with it more satisfactory, making the learning curve less
steep and increase instrumental proficiency.
We can expect to see many more virtual reality music instruments (both mimicking real
instruments or original ones), performances and artists using VR technologies, (Both in VR or out
of their intended use), and networked platforms in the near future.
SteamVR tracking technology is also available to third party hardware developers.
Dedicated music controllers (VR or Non-VR) using the same tracking technology can be expected
from the near future.
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